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Abstract  21 
Many Gram-negative bacteria use type 2 secretion systems (T2SS) to secrete proteins 22 
involved in virulence and adaptation. Transport of folded proteins via T2SS nanomachines 23 
requires the assembly of inner membrane-anchored fibers called pseudopili. Although 24 
efficient pseudopilus assembly is essential for protein secretion, structure-based functional 25 
analyses are required to unravel the mechanistic link between these processes. Here, we report 26 
an atomic model for a T2SS pseudopilus from Klebsiella oxytoca, obtained by fitting the 27 
NMR structure of its calcium-bound subunit PulG into the ~ 5 Å resolution cryo-electron 28 
microscopy (cryoEM) reconstruction of assembled fibers. This structure reveals the 29 
comprehensive network of inter-subunit contacts and unexpected features, including a 30 
disordered central region of the PulG helical stem, and highly flexible C-terminal residues on 31 
the fiber surface. NMR, mutagenesis and functional analyses highlight the key role of calcium 32 
in PulG folding and stability. Fiber disassembly in the absence of calcium provides a basis for 33 
pseudopilus length control, essential for protein secretion, and supports the Archimedes' 34 
screw model for T2S mechanism. 35 
 36 
Main text 37 
Microorganisms profoundly transform their environment by colonizing biotic and abiotic 38 
surfaces and assimilating nutrients from organic and mineral sources. In many prokaryotes, 39 
nanomachines of the type 4 filament (Tff) superfamily
1
 mediate adaptive functions by 40 
promoting cell adhesion, motility and macromolecular transport. The Tff assembly systems, 41 
including archaeal flagella
2
, bacterial type 4 pili (T4P) and T2SSs
3
, use a conserved 42 
mechanism to polymerise fibres from protein subunits initially localised in the plasma 43 
membrane. In Gram-negative bacteria T2SSs promote assembly of periplasmic fibres called 44 
 3 
pseudopili to drive secretion of specific folded proteins, including macromolecule hydrolases, 45 
toxins, adhesins or cytochromes with key roles in virulence and niche survival
4
.    46 
 T2SSs are large trans-envelope nanomachines that coordinate the activity of a 47 
cytoplasmic ATPase and inner membrane assembly sub-complex to polymerize pseudopilin 48 
subunits into helical fibres (Fig. 1a). Pseudopili are composed mainly of major pseudopilin, 49 
called PulG in the prototypical Klebsiella oxytoca pullulanase T2SS
5
. Four minor 50 
pseudopilins PulH, I, J and K, likely cap the pseudopilus tip and promote efficient initiation 51 
of fibre assembly
6,7
. Pseudopilus assembly is coupled to secretion of folded proteins from the 52 
periplasm across the dedicated outer membrane channel to the extracellular milieu
8
, however 53 
the mechanism of this coupling remains unknown. 54 
 Structural information is essential to understand the secretion process at molecular and 55 
atomic levels. The first crystal structure of the major pseudopilin PulG from K. oxytoca T2SS 56 
showed a typical α-β pilin fold in a crystallographic dimer where the C-terminal β strand was 57 
swapped between two monomers
9
. Subsequent crystallographic studies of PulG homologues 58 
from Vibrio cholerae, V. vulnificus and enterohaemorrhagic Escherichia coli revealed local 59 
structural differences at the C-terminus including a long loop harbouring a calcium atom
10
. 60 
Substitutions of two calcium-coordinating residues in the V. cholerae pseudopilin EpsG 61 
abolished protein secretion
10
, suggesting an essential role for calcium in T2SS function.  62 
To gain insight into the native pseudopilus structure and conformational dynamics 63 
during protein secretion, we solved the structure of the periplasmic PulG domain (PulGp) 64 
using NMR. We combined these data with a cryoEM map of purified PulG pili to generate 65 
T2SS pseudopilus atomic model. Furthermore, we characterized the role of calcium in PulG 66 
folding, stability and pseudopilus assembly in vivo and in vitro. Our structural and functional 67 
data suggests a role of calcium in pseudopilus folding, assembly and length control, with 68 
general implications for T2S mechanism.  69 
 4 
 70 
Results  71 
Calcium is required for PulG monomer and polymer stability 72 
The calcium-binding site identified in the periplasmic domain of major pseudopilins from 73 
Vibrio and E. coli is highly conserved in its homologues, including PulG
10
. To test the effect 74 
of calcium depletion on PulG pilus assembly, an E. coli K-12 strain expressing all the pul 75 
genes encoding the K. oxytoca T2SS was grown in the presence of increasing concentrations 76 
of EGTA (Fig. 1b, WT). PulG cellular levels were dramatically reduced at EGTA 77 
concentrations of 1 mM or higher and pseudopilus assembly was abolished (Fig. 1b). As the 78 
pulM gene is located downstream of pulG in the same operon and encodes a T2SS component 79 
with the same topology as PulG (Fig. 1a), PulM levels were used as a control for pul gene 80 
expression. As expected, PulM was unaffected by the addition of EGTA. In the presence of 2 81 
mM EGTA, PulG detection was rescued upon addition of Ca
2+
, but not of Mg
2+
 or K
+
 (Fig. 82 
1c). The PulG-FLAG variant was as sensitive to EGTA as PulG
WT
, excluding the possibility 83 
that the lack of PulG detection was due to disruption of crucial epitopes recognized by anti-84 
PulG antibodies (Fig. 1d). Addition of Ca
2+
 to the media restored piliation (Supplementary 85 
Fig. 1). Together, these data indicate that maintaining in vivo cellular levels of PulG depends 86 
on the presence of calcium and suggest that calcium depletion leads to PulG degradation. 87 
 Calcium depletion also affected the stability of PulG pseudopilus fibres in vitro (Fig. 88 
1e). Upon incubation of purified pseudopili in buffer or buffer supplemented with Ca
2+
 for 1.5 89 
or 18 hours, intact fibres were recovered in the pellet fraction following ultracentrifugation. In 90 
contrast, PulG was found in the supernatant fraction of pseudopili incubated in the presence 91 
of EGTA, indicating pseudopilus disassembly. Partial disassembly was observed for pili 92 
incubated for 18 hours in buffer, suggesting an exchange and gradual release of calcium. The 93 
disassembly was more dramatic after a long incubation with EGTA, whereas pseudopili 94 
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remained intact in buffer supplemented with Ca
2+
. Together these data demonstrate that 95 
calcium is required for PulG stability in vivo and for the pseudopilus stability in vitro.  96 
 97 
Essential role of calcium in PulG folding and stability  98 
To understand the effect of calcium on PulG stability, solution NMR was used to analyse the 99 
structural features of the protein with and without calcium. For this study, we used the soluble 100 
periplasmic domain of PulG (residues 25-134), designated PulGp. The NMR spectral 101 
signature (
15
N-
1
H HSQC) of PulGp purified from the periplasm was unchanged after the 102 
addition of 1 mM calcium (Fig. 2a). In contrast, significant spectral changes were observed in 103 
the presence of 20 mM EGTA (PulGp-EGTA) (Fig. 2a). Addition of 1 mM calcium to the 104 
PulGp-EGTA sample, after EGTA was removed, restored the initial PulGp spectrum 105 
(Supplementary Fig. 2). These observations indicate that PulGp purified from the periplasm is 106 
calcium-bound and that this native folding is modified following calcium chelation by EGTA.  107 
 Further analyses comparing the 
15
N-
1
H HSQC spectrum of native PulGp with that of 108 
PulGp-EGTA highlight the structural role of calcium. The 
15
N-
1
H HSQC spectrum of native 109 
PulGp displayed good signal dispersion, typical of a well-structured protein. The number of 110 
peaks corresponded to those expected based on the protein sequence, indicating that only one 111 
conformer exists in the native condition. After calcium chelation by EGTA, the PulGp 112 
spectrum showed reduced signal dispersion and an increased number of peaks. The additional 113 
peaks appeared mainly between 7.7 and 8.7 ppm (Fig. 2a), indicating the presence of 114 
disordered regions in slow exchange on the chemical shift timescale between different 115 
conformations. To further characterize PulGp behaviour in the calcium-free state, its 116 
backbone resonances were assigned and used to estimate their secondary structure contents. 117 
Two conformers were identified (Fig. 2a). The first one with its backbone resonances almost 118 
entirely assigned (at 94%) displayed a slight decrease of secondary structure content in favour 119 
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of random coil (Supplementary Fig. 3a). The second conformer (assigned at 32%) is mostly 120 
disordered (Supplementary Fig. 3b). The propensity of PulGp to become partially unfolded or 121 
disordered in the absence of calcium shows the importance of this metal in protein folding 122 
and structural stability. In support of this conclusion, PulGp was thermostatically more stable 123 
in the presence of calcium, since its Tm increased by 17.2 °C, from 34°C in the calcium-free- 124 
to 51.8°C in the calcium-bound state (Supplementary Fig. 3c).  125 
 126 
PulG calcium-binding site  127 
To identify PulG residues affected by calcium, we analysed the chemical shift perturbation 128 
(CSP) of its amide resonances between the calcium-bound and -free states. C-terminal 129 
residues S113, L114, G115, D117, V119, D124, D125, I126 and G127 displayed the largest 130 
CSP (> 0.2 ppm, Fig. 2b), indicating that their chemical environment was modified either by 131 
their interaction with calcium or by conformational changes that were induced by the 132 
presence of calcium. Residues E121 and S122 in this region were also significantly perturbed, 133 
although their signals could not be unambiguously assigned in the calcium-free state.  134 
 To determine the effect of calcium binding in vivo, several PulG residues with high 135 
(113, 114, 117, 119, 124, 125), intermediate (131, 132), low (128, 129, 130, 133, 134) and 136 
undetermined (122) CSP values were individually substituted by an alanine. We analysed 137 
bacterial and pili fractions of strains containing PulG or PulG variants grown under pilus-138 
inducing conditions (Fig. 2c). PulG levels were significantly affected by alanine substitutions 139 
of residues 113, 117, 122, 124, 125, 129 indicating their requirement for PulG stability in vivo 140 
and suggesting either direct involvement in calcium coordination or in intra-molecular 141 
contacts essential for PulG folding and stability.  142 
 143 
Solution structure of PulGp in the calcium-bound state 144 
 7 
Given the important role of calcium for native PulG folding in the periplasm, we solved the 145 
structure of PulGp in its calcium bound state. For this structure calculation, 2239 distance 146 
restraints, 44 hydrogen bonds and 156 dihedral angles were used. The details of restraints and 147 
structural characteristics of the family of 15 conformers representing the solution structure of 148 
PulGp are summarized in Supplementary Table 1. The structures display good convergence 149 
with a mean pairwise root mean square deviation (RMSD) of 0.5 and 1 Å for the backbone 150 
and the heavy atoms of ordered regions, respectively (Fig. 3a). 151 
 PulGp is a monomer in solution as indicated by its overall correlation time (7.8 ns). Its 152 
structure includes an N-terminal α-helix (α1, residues 29-54), a long αβ-loop (55-98) 153 
including a second α-helix (α2, residues 60-68), two short antiparallel β-strands (β1: 99-101 154 
and β2: 110-112) and a short C-terminal helix (α3: 128 to 131) (Fig. 3b). Near the C-155 
terminus, a long β2-α3 loop, well defined and convergent in the ensemble of conformers (Fig. 156 
3a), harbours the calcium-binding site (Fig. 3c). It contains residues that exhibited the highest 157 
CSP values (Fig. 2b). In addition, other residues sensed the effect of calcium binding, as 158 
indicated by low but significant CSP values (Fig. 2b, 3c). They are located in the N-terminal 159 
α-helix (K30, D32, R33, Q34, V37), the C-terminal part of the αβ-loop and its junction with 160 
the β1 strand (D92, W94, S96, D97, Y98, Q99) and near the C-terminus (I131 and G132) 161 
(Fig. 3c). Although residue W129 is located outside the calcium-binding loop (Fig. 3c), its 162 
substitution by Ala abolished PulG detection (Fig. 2c). The proximity of W129 to H106 in the 163 
PulG structure (Supplementary Fig. 4a) suggested that stacking interactions between their 164 
aromatic rings flanking the 2-3 loop stabilize the C-terminal region. Introducing Cys 165 
substitutions in both residues led to intra-molecular disulphide bond formation in variant 166 
PulG
H106C,W129C
 allowing for pseudopilus assembly in vivo (Supplementary Fig. 4b). 167 
  168 
Structure of the PulG pseudopilus  169 
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Recent advances in cryo-EM have provided an unprecedented insight into bacterial 170 
filaments
11
. We used cryo-EM to analyse purified pseudopili (Fig. 4a) formed by native PulG 171 
(PulG
WT
) and by the PulG
H106C,W129C
 variant (PulG
CC
) containing an intra-molecular 172 
disulphide bond flanking the C-terminal Ca
2+
-binding loop (Supplementary Fig. 4). The 173 
analysis of PulG
WT
 and PulG
CC
 fibres using the Iterative Helical Real Space Reconstruction 174 
(IHRSR) method
12
 led to reconstructions that converged to highly similar helical parameters: 175 
a rise of 10.2 Å for both variants and twist angles of 83.5° and 83.2° for PulG
WT
 and PulG
CC
, 176 
respectively. The high degree of flexibility of PulG
WT
 filaments, observed previously by 177 
negative staining EM
13
, limits the resolution of the cryo-EM reconstruction. Although PulGp 178 
domain density is well defined in the cryo-EM map of PulG
WT
 pili, with an estimated 179 
resolution of ~7 Å, the rod-shaped density of the N-terminal α-helix fades from residue G26 180 
towards the N-terminus (Supplementary Fig. 5b), precluding the construction of an atomic 181 
model of this region. However, the cryo-EM map obtained for PulG
CC
 has a higher resolution 182 
(~5 Å overall) (Fig. 4b-d) and the density for PulGp is extremely well-defined. The thinner 183 
density of the N-terminal α-helix at the junction with the PulGp could be connected to the 184 
region with characteristic helical-shaped density corresponding to the N-terminal PulG  185 
helix (Fig. 4e) and allowed for unambiguous identification of individual PulG subunits.  186 
The PulG
CC
 pilus atomic model was built by refining, in the cryo-EM density map, the 187 
PulGp NMR structure connected to a model of the trans-membrane segment (TMS) by an 188 
extended (non-helical) linker (Fig. 4f). During refinement, the structure of PulGp was 189 
preserved, with a backbone RMSD of 2.1 Å between initial and final models for residues 27 190 
to 130. The region surrounding the conserved P22 (from L19 to G26) has no regular 191 
secondary structure and residues 1-21 of the helical TMS fit nicely in the N-terminal density 192 
(Fig 4e). In the final atomic model, the PulG
CC
 pilus has a diameter of around 70 Å (Fig. 4d) 193 
and contacts between PulG subunits P and P+1, P+3 and P+4 are observed along the right-194 
 9 
handed 1-start helix (Fig. 5a). The globular domains form an outer ring whereas the TMSs are 195 
packed at the pilus core and the calcium-binding loop is on the pilus surface (Fig. 5b). 196 
Residues conserved in the major pseudopilin family are located in the core of the pilus while 197 
surface-exposed residues are mostly non-conserved (Supplementary Fig. 6a). The inner side 198 
of the PulG subunit facing the core of the pilus shows a stretch of conserved, mostly 199 
hydrophobic residues (Supplementary Fig. 6b).  200 
Both the PulG
WT
 and PulG
CC
 pili displayed similar subunit organization, with PulG 201 
subunits forming contacts via the PulGp domains, the hydrophobic domains, as well as 202 
between PulGp and hydrophobic domains (Fig. 5 and Supplementary Fig. 7). The cryo-EM 203 
reconstruction of PulG
WT
 and PulG
CC
 supports the proximity of residues 10P+1 and 16P, 204 
consistent with efficient cross-linking of PulG variants with Cys at these positions (Cβ-Cβ 205 
distance of 6.9 Å), but not with Cys substitutions at positions 7 and 13 (distance of 11.3 Å) 206 
used as a control
14
 (Fig. 5d,e).  207 
The atomic model of the PulG
CC
 pilus fits well into the ~7 Å cryo-EM map of PulG
WT
 208 
(cross-correlation coefficient of 0.76 after rigid docking) where the unstructured L19-G26 209 
region sits in the central thin density and the helical N-terminal portion of the TMS is 210 
positioned in the rod-like density at the core of the map (Supplementary Fig. 5b). Inter-211 
subunit contacts between conserved residues of TMSs and PulGp predicted by co-212 
evolutionary analysis are also observed in the structure, further supporting the PulG
CC
 atomic 213 
model (Supplementary Fig. 6e). Therefore, with the exception of the disulphide bond, the 214 
atomic model of PulG
CC
 is a good model for the native PulG pilus structure. 215 
 216 
Discussion  217 
  218 
 10 
 We report the structures of the PulG monomer and homo-polymer that constitute the 219 
core of the pseudopilus, an essential T2SS sub-complex. We demonstrate the key role of 220 
calcium in pseudopilus biogenesis, folding and stability, explaining the previously described 221 
role of calcium in protein secretion
10
.  222 
 The structure of the periplasmic PulG monomer was identical to that of the calcium-223 
bound state formed in vitro, showing that calcium induces native PulG folding and is required 224 
for its stability. Calcium depletion destabilized PulG in vitro, yielding two different non-225 
native conformations, which coexist and exchange with a rate slower than a millisecond.  226 
Remarkably, the addition of calcium to these calcium-free conformations restored the native 227 
fold. Calcium-dependent PulG folding may explain differences between the NMR and X-ray 228 
structures solved respectively with and without calcium. Under NMR experimental conditions 229 
PulGp is a monomer, whereas it is observed as a domain swapped PulGp dimer in the crystal 230 
9
. The major differences between the PulGp NMR and crystal structure are found along the C-231 
terminus including the calcium-binding region (RMSD of 13 Å for residues 124-133, versus 3 232 
Å for the rest of the protein). In the NMR structure, the PulGp C-terminus is in a helical 233 
conformation, whereas in the X-ray structure two  strands are present (Fig. 3 and 234 
Supplementary Fig. 8). Strikingly, EGTA treatment resulted in the formation of a shorter loop 235 
followed by a 3 strand in the more folded PulGp conformer (Supplementary Fig. 3a) 236 
reminiscent of the X-ray structure.  237 
 When comparing available structures of major pseudopilin homologues the 238 
conformation of the C-terminal part, either as -helix or -strand, correlates with the presence 239 
of calcium
10,15
. The orientation of the 1-2 loop in these structures is similarly influenced by 240 
the presence of calcium (Supplementary Fig. 8). Interestingly, the NMR structure of native 241 
PulGp is more similar to the X-ray structures of EHEC and V. cholerae pseudopilins obtained 242 
with calcium (DALI server Z score of 14.4 and 13.4 over 107 aligned residues) than to its 243 
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own X-ray structure (Z score of 11.8). While the structural effect of calcium is reversible, 244 
calcium depletion and Ala substitutions of calcium-coordinating residues in vivo led to PulG 245 
degradation and abolished T2SS function. These data support an important regulatory role of 246 
calcium levels, which are known to influence expression or activity of many bacterial 247 
virulence-related secretion systems
16-18
 and adherence factors
19,20
, during adaptation to 248 
specific niches or lifestyles
21
. 249 
 The structure of the calcium-bound form of PulGp fits well into the cryoEM map of 250 
the PulG pseudopilus, and all residues can be assigned a density, except for the four C-251 
terminal residues, suggesting high flexibility. The helical symmetry of fibres formed by both 252 
PulG
WT
 and PulG
CC
 is very close to previously reported values from STEM
9
 and negative 253 
stain EM
13
 (Fig. 4b,c and Supplementary Fig. 9f). Compared to our previous models
14
, we 254 
observe a major structural change involving parts of the N-terminal domain (Supplementary 255 
Fig. 9a-c). The cryoEM structure shows that the central region of the pilus stem (L19-G26) is 256 
non-helical and shifted downwards by ~7 Å along the pilus axis with respect to PulGp. 257 
Several algorithms predict low helical propensity for this region (Supplementary Fig. 6d). A 258 
similar feature of the α-helical stem was previously observed between residues 15 to 23 in the 259 
major subunit PilE of meningococcal T4P
22
, despite having different subunit packing, and in 260 
an EHEC pseudopilin crystal structure10 (Supplementary Fig. 9d,e). The X-ray structure of the 261 
Neisseria gonorrhoeae pilin
23
, which was the basis of PulG model used for our previous 262 
pseudopilus model
14
 shows a long continuous helix, which is also present in the NMR 263 
structure of the Geobacter pilin in solution
24
. These structures display the all-helical 264 
conformation that is likely present in the membrane prior to assembly, as also suggested by 265 
PulG molecular dynamics simulations
25
. Direct observation of this non-helical, extended 266 
conformation in the pseudopilus suggests a structural modification, potentially induced during 267 
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the membrane extraction step of fibre assembly
25
, whose mechanism and function remain to 268 
be explored. 269 
 The pseudopilus cryoEM reconstruction provides the comprehensive description of 270 
potential inter-protomer contacts. This structure is consistent with highly conserved 271 
pseudopilus salt-bridges involving negatively charged residues (44 and 48) of protomer P and 272 
positively charged residues (87 and 88) of protomer P+1, extensively validated by 273 
mutagenesis
14
 (Fig. 5c and Supplementary Fig.6e) and essential for PulG dimer formation in 274 
the membrane
13
, pseudopilus assembly and protein secretion
14
. Other long-range contacts 275 
specifically involved in pseudopilus stability are consistent with the cryoEM structure, 276 
including K30P+3 and D53P 
13
.  277 
 The high flexibility of T4P-like fibres, crucial for assembly and function, limits their 278 
resolution by cryoEM. Here the PulG
CC 
variant allowed for increased resolution over the wild 279 
type. Although the overall fold of PulG
CC
 subunit is conserved, the dynamics of its C-terminal 280 
region constrained by the disulphide bond seems to have a global destabilizing effect since 281 
PulG
CC
 fibres are less stable and, compared to the native fibres, disassemble more readily due 282 
to calcium release (Supplementary Fig. 10).  283 
 By analogy to the closely related T4P, which extend and retract through the action of 284 
two antagonistic ATPases, it has been proposed that the pseudopilus promotes protein 285 
secretion in a piston-like fashion
26,27
. However, T2SSs only have one assembly ATPase, 286 
raising a question of the pseudopilus disassembly mechanism. In the alternative Archimedes' 287 
screw model, pseudopilus assembly at the base is coupled to its disassembly and degradation 288 
at the fibre tip
13
. T2SS overproduction and plate culture promote pseudopilus extension 289 
beyond the bacterial surface
5,28,29
. However, under liquid culture conditions that promote 290 
exoprotein secretion, pseudopili are not detected on the cell surface suggesting a length 291 
control mechanism. Fibre disassembly in the absence of calcium shown here provides a 292 
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mechanistic basis for pseudopilus length control. While continuous addition of pseudopilin 293 
subunits to the base of the fibre in the membrane drives protein secretion
13
, pseudopilins at 294 
the tip would be the first to encounter the extracellular environment, where calcium levels 295 
could be locally lower than in the periplasm
30
. These conditions combined with dynamic 296 
interactions with T2SS components or substrates would favour subunit dissociation and 297 
proteolysis 
31
. The pseudopilus structure determined in this work, combined with NMR and 298 
other tools to study interactions with T2SS components and substrates provides an ideal 299 
framework to elucidate the protein secretion mechanism.  300 
 301 
Methods 302 
 303 
Bacterial strains, plasmids and molecular biology techniques 304 
E. coli strains and plasmids used in this study are listed in Supplementary Table 2. Bacteria 305 
were grown on LB media at 30°C or 37°C on LB medium supplemented, as required, with 306 
100 μg.ml-1 ampicillin (Ap) or 25 μg.ml-1 chloramphenicol (Cm).  DNA manipulations and 307 
transformation were performed as described
32
. Modified Quick-Change method and primers 308 
listed in Supplementary Table 2 were used for site-directed mutagenesis. All constructs were 309 
verified by DNA sequencing (Eurofins and GATC).  310 
 311 
Pilus assembly and stability assays 312 
Pseudopilus assembly assays were performed as described previously. Briefly, E. coli strain 313 
PAP7460 containing indicated plasmids were grown at 30°C for 48 hr on LB agar containing 314 
0.2% D-maltose, Ap and Cm 
14
. Proteins were analysed by denaturing polyacrylamide gel 315 
electrophoresis (PAGE) on 10% Tris-Tricine gels
33
, transferred onto nitrocellulose 316 
membranes (ECL, Amersham) and processed for immunoblot. Custom-made polyclonal anti-317 
 14 
PulG (Genscript) and anti-PulM antisera were used as described
34
.  Monoclonal anti-FLAG 318 
M2 antibodies (Sigma F-3165) were used at a working concentration of 0.8 g.ml-1. 319 
Secondary goat anti-rabbit or anti-mouse secondary antibodies coupled to HRP (GE) were 320 
diluted to 1:20000. Blots were revealed by ECL2 (Thermo) and fluorescence signal was 321 
recorded on Typhoon FLA7000 phosphorimager (GE). Images were processed using Adobe 322 
Photoshop.  323 
 Pseudopili were purified from E. coli strains PAP7460 containing appropriate 324 
plasmids (Supplementary Table 2) as described
9
. Pili were stored in HS buffer (50 mM 325 
HEPES pH 7.2, 50 mM NaCl) at 4°C and used for cryoEM or stability assays. For pilus 326 
stability experiments, HS buffer was supplemented with 5 mM CaCl2 or 5 mM EGTA and 327 
incubated for 1.5-18 hrs. The samples were subjected to ultracentrifugation for 30 min at 53 328 
krpm in TLA-55 Beckmann rotor. Supernatant and pellet fractions were boiled in protein 329 
sample buffer for 5 min, and analysed by PAGE on 10% polyacrylamide Tris-Tricine gels
33
. 330 
Proteins were visualized upon staining with Coomassie blue R.  331 
 332 
Expression and purification of isotope-labelled PulGp domain 333 
The PulG hydrophobic segment (residues 1-24) in pMS153, containing a cleavable PelB 334 
signal peptide followed by a hexa-His tag fused to mature PulG was replaced by a TEV 335 
cleavage site to generate plasmid pMS155, allowing us to produce the soluble PulG domain 336 
(residues 25 through 134, hereafter called PulGp) in the periplasm. A C-terminal His6-tagged 337 
version of PulGp described previously
9
 was used for structure determination. Protein 338 
expression, labelling and purification were performed as previously described
35
. The 339 
concentration of purified PulGp was determined from its absorbance at 280 nm and a 340 
calculated extinction coefficient of 18 450 M
-1
 cm
-1
.  341 
 342 
 15 
NMR spectroscopy 343 
The NMR samples were maintained in 50 mM HEPES buffer, pH 7, 50 mM NaCl, 10% D2O, 344 
supplemented with 1 mM CaCl2 or 20 mM EGTA as required. All NMR experiments used for 345 
structure calculation were recorded in the presence of 1 mM CaCl2, to ensure the calcium 346 
bound state of the protein. PulGp concentrations were between 0.5 and 0.6 mM. NMR 347 
experiments were acquired at 298 K on a Varian spectrometer operating at 600 MHz (
1
H 348 
frequency) and equipped with a triple resonance cryogenically cooled 
1
H {
13
C/
15
N} PFG 349 
probe. 2, 2-dimethyl-2-silapentane-5-sulfonate (DSS) signal was taken as 0 ppm for 350 
referencing 
1
H chemical shifts and 
15
N and 
13
C chemical shifts were indirectly referenced to 351 
DSS
36
. The pulse sequences were employed as implemented in the Agilent BioPack 352 
(www.chem.agilent.com). NMR Pipe
37
 and CcpNmr Analysis
38
 were used for NMR data 353 
processing and analysis, respectively. 3D 
13
C and 
15
N NOESY-HSQC experiments with 354 
mixing times of 120 ms were recorded on a Bruker AVANCE III 950 MHz equipped with a 355 
TCI probe. In this case, the data was acquired and processed with TOPSPIN 3.1 (Bruker, 356 
Germany). Resonance assignments were obtained from the analysis of standard NMR 357 
experiments as previously described
35
. 358 
 359 
PulGp calcium binding monitored by NMR
 360 
1
H-
15
N HSQC experiments (1024 x 128 data points) were acquired on 0.5 mM PulGp in 50 361 
mM HEPES buffer, pH 7, 50 mM NaCl, supplemented by 1 mM CaCl2 or 20 mM EGTA. 362 
Chemical shift perturbations (CSP) of PulGp backbone amide cross-peaks were quantified by 363 
using the equation CSP = [Δδ H2 + (ΔδN*0.159)2]1/2, where Δδ H and Δδ N are the observed 364 
1
H and 
15
N chemical shift changes between the two experimental conditions. For the calcium-365 
free state (in the presence of EGTA), only the conformer for which 94% of backbone 366 
resonances were assigned was considered. The secondary structure content of PulGp 367 
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conformers in the calcium-free and bound states were estimated based on the backbone 368 
chemical shifts with the TALOS-N software
39
.  369 
 370 
NMR structure calculation 371 
We determined the structure of PulGp in the calcium bound state by performing several 372 
cycles of calculation with ARIA 2.3 software
40
 coupled to CNS 1.2 software
41
, making use of 373 
the standard torsion angle/Cartesian simulating annealing protocol. Each cycle consisted of 374 
automatic NOESY assignment and structure calculations with 9 iterations with default 375 
parameters. In the last iteration 200 structures were calculated and further refined in an 376 
explicit water box
42
. The 15 lowest energy structures exhibiting no NOE restraint violations > 377 
0.5 Å and no dihedral angle violations > 5° were selected as the final ensemble. 378 
 Distance restraints were derived from 3D 
13
C and 
15
N NOESY-HSQC experiments, by 379 
making use of the almost complete PulGp resonances assignment previously reported
35
. 380 
Chemical shift tolerances were set to 0.045 for protons and 0.4 ppm for the heteroatoms. Phi 381 
and psi dihedral angles were predicted with TALOS-N
39
 and predictions classified as “strong” 382 
were incorporated as dihedral angle restraints. Hydrogen bonds predicted from H/D exchange 383 
experiments and supported by characteristic secondary structure NOE patterns were included 384 
as restraints in the last cycles of calculations. Hydrogen bonds typical of antiparallel β-sheet 385 
were incorporated for pairing residues 99-101 to residues 110-112 as well as for residue 33 to 386 
54 of α-helix. Spin diffusion correction was applied as implemented in ARIA by using the τc 387 
of PulGp (7.8 ns) obtained from 
15
N spin-relaxation data. 388 
 The calcium atom was coordinated by the side chain oxygen of residues D117, S122 389 
and D125, and backbone carbonyl oxygen of residues L114 and V119. The coordination 390 
scheme was set up as described for calcium-bound X-ray structures of homologous major 391 
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pseudopilins
10
 and supported by the PulGp-calcium/EGTA CSP results. The geometry of the 392 
calcium coordination was maintained by imposing fixed distances between the calcium ion 393 
and the above-mentioned oxygen atoms. Proline residues 75 and 103 were defined in cis 394 
configuration based on their backbone chemical shifts and predictions using Promega 395 
software
43
. The structure ensemble was visualized and inspected with PyMOL
44
 and the 396 
quality was evaluated with PROCHECK-NMR
45
 and the PSVS server
46
. The structure atomic 397 
coordinates and restraints used in the calculation were deposited in the Protein Data Bank 398 
(PDB id: 5O2Y). We estimated the global rotation correlation time (τc) of the protein after the 399 
measurement of 
15
N relaxation parameters assuming an isotropic tumbling model and using 400 
the program Tensor2
47
 as described previously
48
.  401 
 402 
Circular dichroism (CD)  403 
Far-UV CD spectra were recorded on an Aviv 215 spectropolarimeter equipped by a Peltier 404 
thermostated cell holder (Aviv Biomedical) and in 1 mm cell. Protein sample were at 50 µM in 405 
50 mM Hepes, pH 7, 50 mM NaCl, supplemented by 1 mM CaCl2 or 1 mM EGTA. Thermal 406 
denaturation of PulG was performed by heating the samples from 15 to 98°C, with an 407 
increment of 1°C and an average time of 2 s per step. The PulGp melting temperature (Tm) in 408 
each buffer condition was determined from the denaturation curves obtained by measuring 409 
ellipticity at 222 nm. 410 
 411 
CryoEM data collection and image processing 412 
The PulG sample (3μL, double mutant H106C-W129C) was applied to glow-discharged lacey 413 
carbon grids (TED PELLA, Inc., 300 mesh). Then the grids were plunged frozen using a 414 
Vitrobot Mark IV (FEI, Inc.), and subsequently imaged in a Titan Krios at 300keV with a 415 
Falcon II direct electron detector (pixel size 1.05 Å /pixel). A total of 1,819 images, each of 416 
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which was from a total exposure of 2 seconds dose-fractionated into seven chunks, were 417 
collected and motion corrected using MotionCorr
49
. Program CTFFIND3
50
 was used for 418 
determining the defocus and astigmatism. Images with poor CTF estimation as well as 419 
defocus > 3μm were discarded. The SPIDER software package51 was used for most other 420 
operations. The CTF was corrected by multiplying the images from the first two chunks 421 
(containing a dose of ~ 20 electrons/ Å
2
) with the theoretical CTF, which is a Wiener filter in 422 
the limit of a very poor signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). This both corrects the phases, which need 423 
to be flipped, and improves the SNR. The e2helixboxer routine within EMAN2
52
 was used for 424 
boxing the filaments from the images. A total of 85,619 overlapping segments (384 px long), 425 
with a shift of 14 px between adjacent segments (~96% overlap), were used for the IHRSR
12
 426 
reconstruction. The resolution of the reconstruction was determined by the FSC between two 427 
independent half maps, generated from two non-overlapping data sets, which was ~5 Å at 428 
FSC=0.143. 429 
 430 
Model building and refinement  431 
The PulGp NMR structure was docked in the cryo-EM map of PulG
H106CW129C
 by rigid-body 432 
docking with the program Situs
53
. Next, we generated a homology model of PulG N-terminal 433 
α-helical residues (T2-V20) with the software Modeller 54 based on the structure of the 434 
Pseudomonas PAK pilin (PDB 1OQW) as template. This model of the PulG N-terminal helix 435 
was rigidly docked in the remaining density of the cryo-EM map (not occupied by PulGp) 436 
with Situs
53
 (residues 25-26 were not included since they are not ordered in the NMR 437 
ensemble). A full-length model of PulG was then constructed with Modeller
54
 by connecting 438 
the docked PulGp and N-terminal helix with an extended linker (V21-G26) and adding F1. 439 
Side-chains of H106 and W129 were replaced by a Cysteine side-chain and a methyl group 440 
was added to the N-terminal Phe (N-methylphenylalanine). Density for the four C-terminal 441 
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residues is absent in the cryo-EM map and these residues were excluded. Next, the full-length 442 
model of PulG
CC
 was refined in the density map with CNS
55
. Energy minimization followed 443 
by torsion-angle MD simulated-annealing in the presence of stereo-chemical restraints was 444 
performed with the real-space objective function calculated by RSRef
56
 in CNS. Helical 445 
symmetry of the pilus was imposed with strict NCS constraints using the symmetry 446 
parameters of the experimental cryoEM map. Refinement with RSRef was repeated 1000 447 
times with different random seeds and the lowest energy model was selected for further 448 
refinement. Next, several cycles of geometry optimization and full-atom real-space 449 
refinement with PHENIX 
57
 followed by manual inspection in Coot
58
 were performed to 450 
improve the fit to the experimental cryo-EM map and remove severe steric clashes and 451 
outliers. The final model of PulG pilus was validated with Molprobity
59
 and refinement 452 
statistics are given in Supplementary Table 3. Figures were generated with UCSF Chimera
60
 453 
and PyMOL
44
. 454 
 455 
Analysis of residue conservation, co-evolutionary analysis and helical propensity 456 
Residue conservation of PulG sequence was obtained with the Consurf server 
61
 (300 457 
homologous sequences asked with between 35 and 95% identity). Co-evolutionary contact 458 
predictions for PulG were obtained with the Gremlin tool
62
. The ratio between the number of 459 
sequences used by Gremlin and the length of the query was 14.9. Helical propensity of PulG 460 
residues F1-R56 was computed with the PSIPRED
63
 and Jpred4
64
 servers; the alpha-helical 461 
scale of Chou & Fasman
65
 was used to create the profile shown in Supplementary Fig. 6d. 462 
 463 
Data availability 464 
The data that support the findings of this study are available from the corresponding authors 465 
upon request. The PulGp structure is available in the Protein Data Bank (accession code 466 
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5O2Y). The PulG pseudopilus cryo-EM map and model have been deposited to EMDB and 467 
PDB, with codes EMD-8812 and 5WDA respectively.  468 
 469 
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Figures  648 
 649 
Figure 1. Calcium is required for PulG stability, pseudopilus assembly and stability. a, Top: 650 
cartoon of the gene organization in the pul cluster. Bottom: a schematic view of the assembled 651 
T2SS nanomachine, with individual components labelled with the corresponding single-letter 652 
and colour code. b, c, d, PAP7460 harbouring pCHAP8185 and pSU19 (WT), pCHAP8184 653 
and pSU19 (∆pulG; ∆), pCHAP8184 and pCHAP8658 (PulG), or pCHAP8184 and 654 
pCHAP5247 (PulG-FLAG) were grown under pilus-inducing conditions in media 655 
supplemented with EGTA and/or cations as indicated. Where appropriate, molecular weight 656 
markers (M) are indicated on the left in kDa. b, Effect of EGTA on T2SS function was 657 
monitored by probing cell extract and sheared pilus fractions with anti-PulG and anti-PulM 658 
antibodies. c, Effect of different cations on total PulG levels was monitored in bacterial cells 659 
using PulG (-PulG) and FLAG (-FLAG) antibodies in absence (top panels) or presence of 660 
EGTA (bottom panels). d, Ability of Ca
2+
 to restore PulG levels and pseudopilus formation in 661 
WT was assessed using anti-PulG and anti-PulM antibodies. e, Pseudopili present on the 662 
surface of PAP7460 cells harbouring pCHAP8184 and pCHAP8658 were mechanically 663 
sheared and isolated by ultracentrifugation (i). After purification, pseudopili were incubated 664 
in buffer alone or buffer supplemented with EGTA or Ca
2+ 
for the indicated time and intact 665 
pseudopili (p) were separated from the supernatant containing broken or degraded pseudopili 666 
(s) by ultracentrifugation. All experiments were repeated three times with reproducible 667 
results.   668 
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Figure 2. The effect of calcium on PulGp folding and identification of calcium coordinating 670 
residues. a, Superposed 
1
H-
15
N HSQC spectra of 0.5 mM 
15
N labelled-PulGp purified from 671 
the bacterial periplasm (blue contours) in buffer (50 mM HEPES pH 7, 50 mM NaCl), buffer 672 
supplemented with 1 mM of calcium (green contours) or buffer supplemented with 20 mM of 673 
EGTA (red contours). Some residues exhibiting chemical shift variations are indicated by 674 
sequence numbers and by one-letter amino acid code. Insert: zoom showing double peaks in 675 
the presence of EGTA for residues A70 and A73. b, Histogram showing the chemical shift 676 
perturbation (CSP) values of PulGp backbone amide signals (0.5 mM) in the presence of 677 
calcium (1 mM) and EGTA (20 mM), as a function of residue numbers. Blue arrows indicate 678 
proline residues or amide resonances that could not be unambiguously assigned in the calcium 679 
bound state. Red dots indicate residues whose signals were perturbed upon EGTA addition 680 
but could not be unambiguously assigned. Residues displaying significant levels of signal 681 
perturbations (CSP0.2 ppm or CSP0.04 ppm, dashed lines) are labelled. c, Bacterial cell 682 
and pilus fractions from strains harbouring T2SS (WT) or derivatives lacking pulG (pulG) 683 
and empty vector (Ø) or vector encoding native PulG or its variants with indicated residue 684 
substitutions. Equivalent of 0.05 OD600nm of cell and pili fractions were analysed by western 685 
blot using anti-PulG antibodies. Molecular mass of standard weight markers (M) is indicated 686 
on the left (in kDa). Data shown are representative of three independent experiments. 687 
 688 
689 
Figure 3. NMR structure of PulGp in the calcium bound state.  690 
a, Superposition of the 15 best-calculated structures. b, Ribbon representation of the lowest-691 
energy PulGp conformer. Secondary structure elements are coloured in red (helices) and 692 
yellow (β-strands) and calcium atoms are represented as yellow spheres. c, Residues that 693 
exhibit significant CSP values (above the dashed line threshold in Fig. 2b) are coloured in 694 
dark blue (CSP0.2 ppm) and light blue (CSP0.04 ppm) in PulGp structure. For clarity, not 695 
all significantly affected residues are labelled. Side chains of some of the calcium-696 
coordinating residues are shown as sticks.  697 
 698 
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699 
Figure 4. Morphology of Klebsiella T2SS pseudopilus PulG
CC 
filament by cryo-EM and 700 
reconstruction at ~5 Å resolution. a, Representative electron micrograph of Klebsiella T2SS 701 
pseudopilus PulG
CC 
filament in vitreous ice. Scale bar, 100 nm. Power spectra generated from 702 
72,197 overlapping segments of pseudopilus PulG
CC 
(b) and 32,162 overlapping segments of 703 
pseudopilus PulG
WT
 (c). The layer lines with corresponding Bessel orders are indicated. d, An 704 
outside view of the cryo-EM reconstruction of PulG
CC
 pilus with the refined atomic model 705 
shown in ribbons (red). e, Cross-section of the cryo-EM reconstruction with a single PulG
CC
 706 
monomer showing the elongated part (L19-G26) of the N-terminal region and the 707 
corresponding density. f, Superposition of the initial (cyan/yellow/red) and final (blue) model 708 
of a PulG monomer. The PulGp NMR structure (residues 27-134, cyan), excluding flexible 709 
M25 and G26, and a model of the N-terminal helix (residues 2-20, red) were docked in the 710 
reconstruction and joined by an extended linker (residues 21-26, yellow) before refinement. 711 
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713 
Figure 5. Structure of the PulG
CC
 pilus  714 
a, Surface view of the PulG
CC
 pilus structure where subunits P, P+1, P+2, P+3 and P+4 (along 715 
the 1-start helix) are coloured in orange, green, yellow, blue and magenta, respectively. b, 716 
Ribbon view of PulG
CC
 pilus structure where subunits are coloured as in a and calcium ions 717 
are shown as black spheres. c, Arrangement of neighbouring subunits in the PulG
CC
 structure, 718 
showing the location of residues involved in conserved interactions. Calcium ions are shown 719 
as spheres. d, Top view of the segment F1-L19 of subunits P and P±1 and shortest distances 720 
between PulG subunits in the pilus for M7Cβ-L13Cβ and I10Cβ-L16Cβ (dashed lines). e, 721 
Specific cross-linking of Cys10-Cys16 in PulG
WT
 and PulG
CC
. Pili were sheared from the cell 722 
surface by vortexing and separated from bacteria harbouring plasmid pCHAP8184 (pulG) 723 
and either empty vector (Ø) or its derivatives encoding PulG variants as indicated above each 724 
lane (Supplementary Table 2). Pilus fractions were incubated with agitation in PBS buffer 725 
(left) or LB (right) for 1 hr at 30°C. Pili samples were analysed by western blot using PulG 726 
antibodies. M, molecular weight markers (in kDa) are indicated on the left. Migration of PulG 727 
monomers and oligomers (n=2-6) are indicated on the right. A representative of three 728 
independent experiments is shown. 729 
